


Spring 2021 KCS Writing and Art Contest
Theme: “What is Possible”

The theme for the fifth annual Spring KCS Writing and Art Contest

was “What Is Possible.”  This phrase can be read as a question or a statement. We

wanted everyone to think about what can be possible - for them, for their family,

for our schools, for our city, for our state, for our country, or even for the world!

All students and staff were eligible to enter, as long as their creation related in

some way to the idea of “what is possible”!

KCS authors were encouraged to write about this topic from any perspective and

in any writing format (prose or poetry).  Ideas for writing could include:

❖ Tell a story about a character who makes something happen that others

thought was impossible.

❖Write a poem or essay to describe the dreams you have for your possible

future.

❖ Design a plan for your family to meet a goal together and how you will

make it possible.

❖ Describe your ideas and new possibilities for how schools can be different.

❖Write a letter to the City of Kannapolis sharing ideas of what is possible for

our city.

❖ Research an issue that needs improvement in our city, state, country, or

world and suggest ways to make improvement possible.

❖Write something to give hope to someone else who might think something

is impossible.

❖ Describe a rare animal or phenomena in the world that may seem

impossible but is real.

❖ ...or anything else that fits this theme!

Writing pieces were judged on categories of: Stimulating Ideas, Logical

Organization, Personal Voice, and Conventions/Mechanics.

Art guidelines required the size be between 8.5 x 11 and 18 x 24. The medium

could be oil/acrylic paint, charcoal, pencil, graphite, watercolor, marker, crayon,

oil, soft pastel, mixed media, or digital media. Artwork was judged in three

categories: Interpretation of Theme, Creativity, and Design.

*JUDGES’ AWARD* indicates a perfect score from one or more judges.



“ I Can Do It”

Jason Nieves

Fred L. Wilson Elementary

Kindergarten

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



“Shapes Are Possible”

Lahna Logan

Shady Brook Elementary

1st Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



“Fairy Land”

Madison Macaulay

G.W. Carver Elementary

1st Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



“Flying Cars”

Abby Moore

Jackson Park Elementary

1st Grade



“It is Always Possible to be Kind!”

Hudson Morneau

Jackson Park Elementary

1st Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



The Unexpected Voice

Callie is a shy and quiet young lady. She loves to swim, dance, play video

games, and play sports. She’s always doing something with her friends and

family. She has a friend named Ulaina. They both have danced since they were 6

years old and they have a big performance. It will be in front of her classmates

and teachers. She is nervous, because she hasn’t ever danced in front of her

classmates. It’s the day before the performance and she’s putting her backpack in

ehr locker.

“Hey!” Ulana says as she sees her best friend Callie.

“Hi” exclaims Callie as she notices Ulaina. When Ulaina gets there she

asked “So are you gonna go to the dance?”

“I don’t know.” Callie says nervously.

“Hey, it’s ok. I’m sure there’s a chance you’ll win.” Ulaina says softly to

cheer Callie up.

“You're right…” says Callie.

“Bye” both the girls say while walking to their class.

“You’re just in time” Mrs. Violet says as Callie walks into class.

“Hello” says Callie, then she spills her milk on the floor.

“Hahahaha!” laughs the class. Callie sighed as she takes a seat at her desk

and pulls her hoodie up.

“Hey Callie wanna walk home together”

“Ya sure,” agrees Callie. They were walking home when Callie realizes she

forgot her backpack in her locker. “Ulaina I forgot my backpack...I can just go get

it.”

“O-ok” says Ulaina. Callie is walking back to school when she sees the

bullies blocking the school doors.

“H-hey guys can you please move? I forgot my backpack,”



“No” says the bullies.

“Plea-”

“No loser!” says the bullies again.

“Ok.” says Callie. She decided to just go home. She goes home and tries

looking for the perfect outfit. She finds it and goes to bed. The next morning.

“Today’s the day…” says Callie. “I need to get dressed. She puts on her dark

blue jeans and tye-dye t-shirt and goes to stage.

“Next is Callie Wonderwood” says the judge.

“Noooo!!” thinks Callie.

“You can do it” says Ulaina.

“Ok” says Callie. She goes to the stage and sings. The crowd gasps. The

judges gasped. She won and she was the shiest one in the whole school and she

won! Everyone couldn’t believe Callie won. She came home crying in joy. She told

her mom and dad and they were shocked that she won! The next day at school

she was more brave and wasn’t shy anymore. She was getting used to being what

she calls “un-shy.” It’s fun being brave and not being shy. I think it’s the best

being brave. She was happy and the bullies became her friends and she even

became popular! She started a channel and got 100K likes for each video! She

started singing and much more! It’s so much fun to be brave and not be shy and

be scared!

Riley Paskiewicz

G. W. Carver Elementary

2nd Grade



“The Sky is the Limit”

Yamileth Resendiz

Fred L. Wilson Elementary

2nd Grade



Anything is Possible

Anything is possible if you put your mind to it.

If flying is impossible,

then how do airplanes fly?

If breathing underwater is impossible,

then how do fish breathe?

If magic is impossible,

then how does Santa get here?

If fairies are impossible,

then how was glitter made?

Anything is possible.

Just put your mind to it.

Alexis Macaulay

G.W. Carver Elementary

3rd Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



Writing This Essay Is Impossible!

I can't write this essay. It is impossible!  No ideas will go to my brain. Even

whenever someone gives me an idea it's always hard to come up with a plot. My

mom really wants me to enter this contest.  My brain doesn’t really want to

participate.  I have a list of why I shouldn't do this.

● There's an eyelash in my eye and I can't get it out! Soon enough I won't be

able to see my work because my eyes are tearing up.

● My dog is barking and I can't focus. She is very loud and obnoxious

● Mom says I should clean my room.  I need to throw my clothes in the

laundry.

● I’m hungry.  I haven't eaten lunch yet.  I haven't eaten breakfast, either.

● I have to go to volleyball, I wouldn't want to miss practice tonight! We

might get to do more bumping.

● My dogs need to go on a walk. I guess I should do that too. It is good

exercise...really.

● Mom says I should clean my room, maybe I should clean my pillow pile.

● Writing essays is frustrating. I can't believe anyone can do this without

getting frustrated!

● I need to do my virtual reading assignment and my Dreambox, too. That

will take forever.

● I need to take a shower, I'm sure I smell after practice. I also need to brush

my teeth and clean my braces.

● Mom says I should clean my room.  How did all these dishes and take out

boxes get in here?

Oh look! My essay is done! I guess it is possible.

Carson Lange

Forest Park Elementary

4th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



“Endless Possibilities”

Kyndall Anthony

Forest Park Elementary

4th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



“Anything’s Possible”

Donald Frazier

Fred L. Elementary

4th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



“Imagination...is Possible”

Emma Upchurch

Jackson Park Elementary

4th Grade



How I Found Out

I remember I was14 years old when they told me within 4 years I wouldn't

be able to hear anything as I was going deaf. Sure I knew my hearing was terrible

but I didn't know that I would lose my hearing completely. I Keith Alejandro

Ortiz was now going to be deaf. I freaked out as soon as I overheard my parents

talking to the doctor. I wanted to start crying. And at that moment I thought of

Abuelo Miguel and what he used to tell me "Los hombres no lloran Alejandro no

llores porque vas a ponerte viejo cariño mío." (Men don't cry Alejandro don't cry

you're going to get old my dear.)

As I thought of him my parents entered the room. My mom sat next to me

and said she had something to say and that she would tell me when we got home.

Of course I knew what she was going to say. But my worst nightmare was how I

would act or do theater if I was to be deaf. I knew it wasn't impossible but it was

really hard to act if I couldn't hear. When we got home mom looked as if she was

going to tell me someone had died. I told her I had heard her and dad speaking to

the doctor and she said "Perdon mi amor me temo que te vas a quedar sordo."

(Sorry my love, I'm afraid you're going to go deaf. ) My mom kept saying that she

was sorry she just didnt know how to tell me. While my dad comforted my mom I

told them "I know what's happening I am not a little kid anymore." I went over

and gave my mom a huge hug then tears started to run down my face.

I gave it my all till now and I was still going to give it my all. I went through

speech therapy, took vocal lessons and later on Had gotten a Cochlear implant. I

always had this mindset that no matter what I did I would make it because

anything is possible if you work hard it doesn't matter who you are or where you

are.

Lara Castillo De La Cruz

Jackson Park Elementary

5th Grade



“Possibilities are Limitless”

You might wonder what is possible and what is not. There are endless

possibilities of what is possible, in the future there will be many cures and society

will grow in technology. There might be flying cars soon because anything is

possible. Many people have great ideas for new businesses and inventions. They

will succeed. If these people keep practicing and learning, they might become the

next big thing. For example, Jeff Bezos is the founder and CEO of Amazon and is

the richest person in the world with a fortune of $131 billion dollars. On July 5,

1994 Amazon was founded by Jeff Bezos. It was first started as a bookstore in a

garage and now it is one of the biggest companies in the world! One of his famous

quotes is “if you want to be inventive, you have to be willing to fail.”

Another person is Milton Hershey. You might tell from his last name he is

the founder of The Hershey Company. In 1884, the Hershey company was

founded by Milton Hershey. He first started as an apprentice. He was then fired

and created 3 companies which failed except his last one. He was the pioneer of

caramel and created the Lancaster Caramel Company which invented Hershey’s

milk chocolate. Even 137 years later, it is still the most famous chocolate

company!

From those examples you can see people will be creating more and more

businesses. They will invent more technologies and society will keep advancing.

Everything could be electric soon. We might vegetate planets to live on. SpaceX is

trying to make life accessible on mars. Society might live on Mars in 2 decades,

you never know “what is possible.”

Izhayah Loy

Shady Brook Elementary

5th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



The Field

From a simple light in day

To a warm night in May

Soon school is out

Excitement will be all about

Dreams, dreams, dreams

Spreading like fire

Everyone wants to do higher

“you got this” everyone shouts

I step on the field

And now it is revealed

Everyone was appealed

I had achieved my dream

And now I was with my team

I had scored the winning touchdown

Then I cut out and went to town

To go and celebrate

I accelerate into restaurants but

I am better on the field than in school

Everything is possible

I have the fuel to reach my dreams…..

On the field

Luke Wallace

Jackson Park Elementary

5th Grade



Captain Astonishing

In a deep dark alleyway a child was born. That child's name was Elliott

Parker. The parents of this newborn were none other than Peter Parker and Carol

Danvers, the amazing Spider Man and Captain Marvel. These magnificent heroes

met after the endgame. This child had blue eyes and brown, long curly hair.

Little did anybody know that this infant would come to be the world's most

astonishing crime fighting hero there was and ever will be.

Fifteen years later…

“Stop right there Elliott!” came a rough, gravely voice.

“Never!” Yelled Elliott back. Thousands of thoughts rushed through her

head as though it was a river. I wish I could just have superpowers right now!

Elliott thought to herself. The enemies were gaining on her. She had to act soon.

All of a sudden a huge beam ripped through the sky into the alleyway she was in,

knocking back the enemies that were chasing her. A figure appeared in the air. It

looked as if it was made of iron… because it was.

“I-I-iron Man?” Elliott stood in awe.

“Who else?”Iron Man said”

“Why are you here?” Asked Elliott.

“Let's just say I'm good friends with your parents,” replied Iron Man. A loud

roaring came above her. “Hop in!” Iron Man yelled. Elliott obediently followed

into a helicopter. “Happy, get us to the lab!” Iron man had requested. The

helicopter engine screamed as they flew forward. Elliott had never been on a

helicopter before, so she wasn't used to the wind and noise of it.

Elliott had arrived at the lab 5 minutes earlier when she saw her parents

come into it. “Mom? Dad? What are you doing here?” Elliott asked in confusion.

Carol and Peter nodded at each other. “Well, we never told you but… Carol didn't

get to finish her sentence. “But what!?” Interrupted Elliott.”Were superheroes.”

Peter finished. “Huh?” Elliott didn't believe what her father just said. There was a

long pause of silence. A loud alarm started blaring at them. “What’s happening?”

Elliott asked worriedly.” “Ember. He’s a multi-talented villain with telekinesis

plus.”Iron Man explained.”Never heard of him.” Elliott said. “Of Course you



haven’t. He’s been living in the underworld for millions of years.” Iron Man

explained again.

15 minutes later

“This city will crumble.” Ember said demonically. Everyone ignored him

and ran for their lives. Buildings were on fire, power lines were crashed on cars,

and boats were thrown miles from their dock.

“Peter, Carol attack from the front and I’ll attack from the back.” Iron Man

ordered.

“What do I do?” Elliott said disappointedly.

“Stay there and wait.” Peter said. However, that was the last thing Elliott

wanted to do at that moment. While the superheroes struggled to attack the

villain, Elliott attacked from the side and punched Ember as hard as she could…

Ember skidded across the ground and into a large skyscraper. Elliott looked at

her hand curiously. So did her parents.

“I could really use some help here!” Iron Man yelled. Elliott’s family

remained still. Elliott went after it again. This time Ember went through the

skyscraper. He was defeated. Elliott’s fighting skills were shocking. Her reflexes

were marvelous. She was overall… astonishing, Captain Astonishing. “Anything is

possible.”

Ryan Wolford

Shady Brook Elementary

5th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



“You’re Possible”

Shaniyah Evans

Forest Park Elementary

5th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



Untitled

Faith Hernandez Reyes

Forest Park Elementary

5th Grade



What Truly is Possible?

The real question is what is impossible? In my opinion there are very few

things that are impossible, there are things that are very hard but possible. If you

break down the word impossible it says I’M POSSIBLE so never give up no

matter what you do.

The definition of impossible is incapable of being or occuring. So for

something to be truly impossible it can’t happen or be conceived. So it is very

unlikely for something to be impossible.

On the other hand there are alot of things that are possible. For example it

is possible to get A’s in all your classes or to get all your chores done. But all that

is the base of possibility, it gets much much deeper.

The most inspiring story to me is of  a man named Ray Charles. As Bright

Side says “Ray Charles was a legendary American musician who received 12

Grammy Awards. As a child he began losing his sight, and before the age of 7 he

went completely blind. When Ray was 15 years old, his mother died. The young

man couldn't sleep, eat, or speak for many days. He was sure that he would go

mad. When he got out of his depression he realized that, having gone through this

tragedy, he would be able to handle anything.” This quote means that Ray Charles

fought through his disability to prove that no matter what problem you face you

can always achieve your goals. That article was really inspiring to me, and I hope

it will be to you too. That's just one of the examples of the way people broke the

impossible to prove that anything is possible.

Another example is Albert Einstein “When Einstein was a small child, it was

difficult to assume that he would succeed in life. Einstein didn't speak until the

age of three and, moreover, he was autistic and dyslexic. At high school he often

skipped classes, and that's why he didn't graduate. To show his parents that he

was worthy, Einstein prepared for an English test on his own, and on taking it for

the second time he gained a place at the Polytechnic in Zurich.” Everyone knows

that Einstein was a great scientist but I bet you didn’t know that he was dyslexic

and autistic. Those are my two favorite examples that prove what is possible. So

what is possible? A LOT.

Marcus Green

Kannapolis Middle School

6th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



Anyone Can Do It!

You may think only adults can do world-changing things, maybe only rich

people, maybe only famous TikTokers and Youtubers can change it by making

videos with lots of views, or maybe high ranking people like politicians. You are

wrong.

Sure, high ranking adults do have it way easier to voice their opinions than

kids and normal people. But that doesn’t mean you can’t do it. I’ll list a few

examples shortly, however, hard work is required, like for example: being able to

share the idea. You will most likely need a friend or many to help you, but for

highest chance consider it being a smaller communal idea, however some kids

have actually done it, and believe it or not they’ve had great success

For example, a now-famous YouTuber (everyone starts with 0 subscribers),

MrBeast, started YouTube at just 13 years old. He worked very hard for 5 years

and then he started doing viral videos, which in turn he gained many subscribers.

He has given back tons of times, including planting 20 million trees, and while

not the best example, it sure is one to be remembered.

Another example is 16 kids going to the UN council and speaking out

against climate change which is a hugeeeee problem in our modern society. The

group spoke out and one said “Change needs to happen now if we are to avoid the

worst consequences. The climate crisis is not just the weather. It means also, lack

of food and lack of water, places that are unlivable and refugees because of it. It is

scary”

For our final example, we have Microsoft founder Bill Gates, one of the

highest IQs and also one of the richest people on Earth. Bill Gates started from a

young age hacking his school’s computers (bad influence right), and he went on

to become Microsoft’s founder and CEO

Hopefully I left some proof that even YOU can do a world-changing thing, it

might not always succeed, but you miss 100% of the shots you don’t take.

Marias Guerra

Kannapolis Middle School

6th Grade



What is Possible for the Bees

I think there is a very important problem in the world. The problem is bees. Bees

are disappearing and dying. Bees are very important to the ecosystem. They provide

food for people and animals and pollinate plants. They make three fourths of our food.

They do very important things. I think people should do something about this problem.

I am going to explain why bees need our help and how we can help them.

Bees need our help in many ways. They need help in not killing them. That is

what I’m going to talk about. Some people kill bees because they don’t want to get

stung. Bees only sting when they feel threatened. Also people put pesticides or

herbicides on their lawn. That is pretty bad for bees. Pesticides kill bugs. Bees are bugs.

Pesticides kill lots of unwanted bugs in the yard like ants, slugs and beetles to name a

few. People spray the chemical and, poof, the bugs are gone. But that also kills the bees.

Herbicides are also bad for bees. Herbicides kill unwanted plants in the yard like clovers

and dandelions. But these plants help bees make honey. Bees love clovers and will

attract them. This is why you shouldn’t spray chemicals on your yard. Bees also face

climate change. Climate change has a huge impact on bees. Bees in the southern states

of countries die because of the heat. The heat is too powerful for them and they die.

Bees also get disease from the heat. They can get mites in their stomachs and that is the

end for them. That is why bees need our help.

Ways we can help bees are by not putting chemicals in the yard. By not putting

chemicals in your yard you will not kill the bees and you will let clovers grow for the

bees to pollinate. You can also put a flower garden or plant a flowering tree to attract

bees. When you put the flowers, you will provide nectar and pollen and the bees will

come. You will help bees and you will have a pretty garden. Like I said in the top

paragraph climate change affects the bees. You can lower climate change by not wasting

water, eat all the food you buy and maybe reduce beef because cows emit a lot of

greenhouse gases and many more ways you can help. That way bees in southern states

don’t die of high heat and get parasites. Another way you can help bees is by teaching

kids and teenages of bees. Teaching kids and teenages will encourage kids and teenages

to help save the bees. All of these ways will save many bees' lives. If we all help the bees

they won’t become extinct and will continue to live on and pollinate our food.

Kannapolis City Schools saying is “Creating the Future” and I think we should do that.

We will create a better future for not just here, but everywhere in the world. I think that

this can be possible.

Fernanda Olvera-Olvera

Kannapolis Middle School

6th Grade



“Leap of Faith”

Brandon Ford

Kannapolis Middle School

6th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



Strokes of Possibility

Your possible is a blank canvas waiting to be painted

The idea is the beginning birthed from vast imagination

Immense like the solar system but full of vacuum voided dark space

It starts with your main color for it is the foundational palate

There lying in the core is hidden potential stored up as energy ready to be expended

The basics of your plan may not come immediately

But the layers of experience and wisdom from time show with every stroke

It is the sheets of rocks, metals, and gases formed delicately

Arranged piece by piece and full of condensed pressure

Once the layers have been precisely brushed, you have your details

The little and big things that you will accomplish

The dust and particles carefully arrayed to form a belt

Holds the inner and outer planets in place

See how little events affect the bigger picture?

Others who question your concept may not see its worth

But when your life’s mission is complete, it will benefit mankind

Just as the constellations form tales from the past

And the stars bring awe and wonder to our delight

So are the possibilities in life

We marvel at the enormity of our universe and continue to discover the “new”

But I say to you dear reader

Step back, take interest, and value your masterwork

See all the details that make your picture come to life

Remember that a canvas cannot paint itself, it has to come from the artist’s vision

Your canvas may be blank, and it may take longer to finish than others, but realize that

the strokes of possibility are infinite!

Noelle Anthony

Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade



Cleanse This Earth

there was a girl.

she had a dream.

to free the world of monsters.

she trained day and night to

rid the world of negativity

as she became stronger, she told

people her plans.

to free the world from cruelty.

but they didn’t believe.

“loser” they said.

“You could never change this earth.

you weak woman.”

they said.

she wanted to give up.

she wanted to leave everything

behind.

and she almost did.

the flame almost died.

but, it was still burning.

a small voice in her said

“don’t give up, those are

the demons you must rid this earth

of.”

so she kept training.

and fighting.

until she was ready.

she took everyone who was mean.

rude.

evil.

And undeserving of this life.

and then they were all gone.

she looked around.

finally.

a world without sin.

and negativity.

now she walks the earth alone.

but hey

this was her dream, and

she accomplished it.

right?

this is what she wanted to do.

and she did it.

Katriel Barcomb

Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade



I Will Make the Impossible, Possible.

The smell of freshly cut grass and clouds of red dirt play constantly in my head

As if I am in a constant time loop

The roar of the crowds and fans screaming my name echoes in my dreams as I lie in bed

I wake up to the echoing sound of my bat slamming against the ball…

It was only a dream.

I will make that dream a reality and I know it will be a brawl.

Blood, sweat, and tears is what it will take.

To turn my impossible,

Into the possible I will partake.

Failures will come,

And mistakes will too.

But I won't be a victim or surrender

To the negativity and the people who say I cannot.

I will take the hands of those

Who will help me plan out

And give me the strength and the support I need,

To make the Impossible, Possible.

Matt Blume

Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade



The Penguin Who Wished to Fly

Once, there was a penguin who wanted to fly. He had often watched the birds,

circling through the sky. As he turned to his mother, he said: “Mother, one day, I wish

to fly like the birds in the sky.” His mother replied, amused, “Oh, I’m sure you can one

day.” She said, “As long as you put your best effort into it, and don’t give up.”

Unbeknownst to his mother, the little penguin took this to heart. As they headed

back to the flock, his mind was already racing with ideas.

The next morning, as the sun rose, the little penguin climbed to the top of a

slope. The other penguins noticed, and wondered what he was doing. As he neared

the edge, he leaped into the air. For a moment, he felt it:The wind rushing past him,

the sun on his back-It was wonderful. However, it was only for a moment, and that

moment passed as soon as gravity took it’s hold and started pulling him back down

to earth. He crashed across the ground, and felt great pain-he cried out, and the

other penguins laughed. His mother rushed over, asking him if he was alright, if he

was ok, if he needed something. The little penguin looked up at his mother with a

pained expression and thought about what she had said. He replied: “Yes, I'm fine.”

“It’s ok.” His mother looked at him worriedly, and said “Are you sure, my dear?” That

looked like quite a fall.” He nodded, and got up. He grit his beak, and headed back to

his home to rest. The next day, he climbed the slope again. But this time was

different. He had brought a balloon, as the balloon flew, and he wished to, too. So he

thought: “If I hold onto the balloon, maybe I, too, will fly.” As the other penguins

watched his ascent, they laughed. “Look!” they said. “It is the little rock, tumbling out

of the sky again!” His mother watched this, and called to him. “Please, son.” “Come

down from there! It is dangerous!” The little penguin took note of this, but ignored

her. As he reached the edge, he hoisted the balloon in the air, and leapt off the edge.

There it was-that feeling again-but it was still short. As he fell down, he noticed that

he was slower than before-it was almost like he was flying downwards. As he landed

on his feet, he thought: “Hm.” “Maybe I should explore this downward flying further.”

And so the next morning, he climbed the slope again. But this time, he saw that

the slope was curved upwards at the bottom. So, as he held his balloon, he slid down

on his belly, like the other penguins did when they entered the water. As he reached

the bottom of the slope, he was flung upwards as his momentum, and the curve, had

combined to make an upward force. As he fell, he heard the laughs of the others



following him. But he was determined to fly. And so, the next day, he climbed the

slope again.

But this time, he had brought a glider, and attached the balloon to it. He

thought: “The glider’s sides look like the wings of the birds.” “If I have their wings,

what can prevent me from flying?” So, as he slid down the slope, he readied the

glider, and when he shot upwards, he felt the wind rushing past him, and the sun on

his back-and it was wonderful. And this time, it was for longer, too. But, as usual, he

started his descent. But the penguin now knew what he had to do. He had to become

stronger, to make a better glider, to make a bigger balloon.

And so every day, he climbed the slope and tried to fly.

And now, several years have passed. The penguin is no longer a child, and has

grown up. The others still laugh, and he still tries. But, he thinks this time is

different. Because he has been making plans, and now he has the things he needs to

execute them. He had replaced his balloon with a rocket from a crashed plane. His

glider was made from feathers that he himself had scavenged from birds that shed

them. He had a helmet, and had goggles to block out things from interrupting his

view. He had built a slope of wood, and covered it with ice, which was much bigger

and more slippery than before. So, as he climbed his ladder, Rocket in hand, Glider

on back, Helmet and goggles on head, he also donned determination in his heart. As

he slid down the slope, he reached the edge. When he shot into the air, the others

laughed once more. But he felt the wind rushing past, and the sun on his back, he

knew-it was worth it.

And the laughs died down as the penguin soared through the air.

Freddy Dapper

Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



What is Possible?

“What is possible?”

When you hear this question what do you think of? You could be thinking of

anything, what is possible for you, for your family, for your friends, for your teachers.

When I hear this I hear what is possible for our society and our community and our

government. When I hear these words I think how we can change the world to make

it a better place and to make it a safer place.

How might we get the world to a better place you might ask me? You might also be

thinking why would I listen to this 7th grader who probably has no clue what’s going

on in the world? And you might be right, I might not know how to pay taxes or how

to raise a child or do student loans BUT I do know one thing, if we want our world to

be a better and safer place we need to stop the hate. The hate between whites,

blacks, and latinos, the hate between political parties, religious confkicts and

terrorism. In general, stop the hate all over the world. We all are human, we need to

treat others with respect. I think if we stop the hate, the question won’t be ‘’what is

possible?’’ It would be a statement ‘’it was possible!’’

Makenzie Goode-Roberts

Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade



New Athletic Facility Proposal

To City of Kannapolis,

My name is Nathan Hall. I'm in the 7th grade at Kannapolis middle school and I think
this city would see good in a new athletics facility somewhere near the brand new
downtown area. We should have an athletics facility so people and teams within the city
have a place to practice and play in a more centralized area of the city.

I feel there should be batting cages, baseball fields, tennis courts, basketball courts,
weight rooms, gyms, racquetball courts, a skate park, dog park, and much more. I feel the
large amount of traffic in the new downtown area would bring in a lot of business to an
athletic facility and vice versa.

When I have presented my idea to friends and family they have said that there are
already baseball fields and tennis courts in other parts of the city, but I feel hardly anyone
uses those fields and tennis courts. Putting in an athletic facility near an area of high traffic
would bring in much more business and revenue to the city.

Building brand new fields and courts for many sports could also attract many high
ranking tournament teams in all sports. This could bring in more fans and more income. As
a player on the Kannapolis middle school baseball team I know that new baseball fields
would get a lot of use by my teammates and I. Although these reasons may only work in
certain conditions and there are a lot of down sides that come with this proposal like loss
of interest over many years but if we keep adding and improving the facility people will
keep coming back, we could also create different tournament teams to represent the city
outside of our schools. This will bring in interest to the facility on game day. So I feel we
should still give this a shot or even take a  survey and at least give this idea a chance at
hope.

If the city decides to give my proposal a chance, I feel it's only right to dedicate it to
something special/important to our city. Things important to the city like The Mill or The
Intimidators, or Dale Earnheart, things from our city’s history that we can give another way
to remember.

Sincerely,
Nathan Hall

Nathan Hall

Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



What If

What if what is possible seems unlikely? What if what is possible seems out of reach? What
if what is possible seems impossible? Try changing those thoughts to believe that what is
possible is anything because anything is possible. Possible could be that new job someone
is hoping to get, that dream college a student wants to attend, or maybe even a game that
kid has been saving money to buy. Sometimes people get down on themselves at first and
say they cannot do something. Maybe they are afraid to mess up or do not know where to
begin. Their immediate response is that it is impossible.

However, what is possible starts with a mindset. One that says I can do anything I set my
mind to accomplish.  Part of making something possible is having confidence in yourself
like having a mindset that anything is  possible if you put your mind to it. The mind helps
keep you motivated to make what seems impossible possible. The mind is the major key to
what is possible for it is what drives people to push beyond their limits to do more than
they know to do.  An Indian proverb says, “if you conquer your mind, you conquer the
world.”

After establishing a mindset, the work of possibility begins. It is a hope for something, a
faith in the ability to achieve it and the hard work needed to accomplish it.  Hope, faith and
hardwork are the drivers for what is possible. It is hope that sparks an idea, faith which
makes people believe the accomplishment is possible and hard work which makes it
happen. It is easy for people to say they can’t do something when it gets hard but
determination motivates them to continue. Refusal to give up is part of making anything
possible. Sometimes the impossible is a lot more possible than people think because the
more a person does something the better they get at it and the easier it becomes. Everyone
is different and because everyone is different, they have different ways of achieving their
possible. Phrases such as differences make us unique, practice makes perfect and hard
work builds character are words to live by when trying to make things possible.

Thomas Edison said, “Many of life’s failures are people who did not realize how close they
were to success when they gave up.”  Therefore, when doubt starts to rise, these words
should inspire people to continue until they realize their possibilities. If people do not give
up, they just may see that what is possible is greater than they could have imagined.   If I
don’t give up, I just might realize what is possible for me too. What if ?

Mandrake Lewis

Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade



This One Wish

Drowning in all this stress,

though it is for the best.

I still have some time,

and I must start to climb.

I’ll seek for the light,

and face all these challenges.

My future is bright,

I just have to know where my balance

is.

My heart and mind full of dreams and

hopes,

dreams and hopes that will affect me.

All I have to do is reach the top of the

slope,

one day that’s where I’ll be.

Success and fortune isn’t promised.

What a pity isn’t it?

But what I have is knowledge,

and to that I will commit.

I desire a future with excitement,

no limits here and there.

This character develop assignment,

will soon be ready to share.

At my best mentally I hope to be,

surrounded by friends and family.

I hope my destiny agrees,

my adult experience will not be a

tragedy.

“You should plan ahead”,

those words burrowed into my soul.

“Be prepared because life isn’t easy”,

trust me I know.

The spark of trauma is igniting,

I’m hoping to leave it all behind when

I’m older.

I’ll continue to work hard

and destroy this anxiety boulder.

I only want to see this world change

There is hate in every corner.

I find it very strange,

that we live in this horror

Marely Martinez

Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade



Thief

Possibility is a belief,

Like choosing to be a thief,

A choice, a change your life option

Is it? It is!

A switch of words is all it takes to change a whole dynamic.

Even when you proceed with caution you're choosing that option.

It could be fantastic!

What is possible is a mindset of YES or no.

“YES I can do it!”

The benefit of this mindset is HUGE!

But it’s really up to you

“NO I can’t do this!”

There isn’t even a YET,

This mindset is hard to pass but easy to stay in

It’s not let’s do it again because you never tried once.

So is it gonna be YES or no.

Don’t be robbed by your mindset!

Alahna Moore

Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



Believe and Achieve

If something is impossible it cannot be,

hearing that word we tend to agree,

giving up without attempting to try,

no second guessing, never asking why,

forgetting to give all that we can,

only believing we are less than,

always push forward and never give in,

all things are possible once you begin,

through trials, through errors you can succeed,

even the greatest of goals can be achieved.

Grayson Rachels

Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



Tears To Triumph

You’ll never succeed

Was all she heard

As she practiced and practiced

Until she heard the morning birds

You’ll never make it

Chirped her peers

As she pushed herself

Working through the tears

Ballet isn’t for everyone

Laughed her sister

As she felt her feet begin to blister

But suddenly they watched in awe

As she stood boastfully above them all

With a gold plate around her neck

She beamed and beamed

And watched as everyone filled with regret

Ashley Renteria

Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



Ants Versus the Impossible

We collect.

We build.

We discover new hills.

We join together to make new places.

We are small as peas, stronger than your knees.

We rely on each other and our ant queen to survive.

We are small creatures but make the impossible achievable.

Lifting twenty times our own body weight,

Fighting to the death,

Farming,

And our queen creating millions of us,

We create large possibilities for other creatures like us.

With rocks the size of mountains,

Flowers the size of trees,

And a small hill of sand the size of a dune,

everything seems impossible,

But if we were alive during the Mesozoic era,

We can survive now.

We are ants.

Jeriel Robles

Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



I’m Possible

What is possible? Is it impossible or i’m possible?
It's “I'm possible”, possible... playing over and over in my head.
Reminds me of a broken record time after time it repeats itself

But why? Is it because  America’s “The home of the free”  but can’t let us be free?
Why? If anything is possible. Why? If these world disasters “ended years ago”
Shootings after shootings. BOOM BOOM BOOM… that’s all we hear is it possible to
stop?

It is but somehow day by day we roam our streets protesting for justice and BOOM
Shoots me on the ground. Again another life taken, another day peaceful protest led to
killings.
“I can’t breathe, a man once said, ``Life taken by the men in blue but you serve to protect
us?

Why? Why poverty, why famine? Why? Why can’t we stand up and stop making the
poor poorer.
The rich rich but say something I dare you  stand up for what's right. BOOM. Another
life
Why, why aren’t we making a change? But we have a voice said many years ago
america’s free
But where please come show me I really need to see.

Yet again another life we aren’t free the system is messed up and we are too
traumatized to see it.
Racist Liberals, these people want us gone, we don’t matter they want us gone.
From a land they migrated to never once theirs but erase the history, we need no one
not like us.

We are the next generation and we are possible, let's fix it. These things aren’t inherited.
But why, why, why? Is it because we can’t thrive as a whole or is it because we are
scared our neighbor will be better than us?
Remember it’s “I’m possible” we have to make the change but When?

Malaysia Sheelor

Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade



Have Hope

Hope. Hope is something that any person can have, it's not something that you have

to work for or achieve. Everyday we have some kind of challenge we need to face,

whether it be something as small as finishing a homework assignment or as big as

fighting against an incurable disease. Life is constantly throwing something at us but

we can not be discouraged. We have to keep moving forward and believe that we can

face anything that comes our way. Some things that we will have to face in life will be

harder than others but having a negative mindset will not help you get through your

troubles any easier. Looking at the brighter side of things will make you want to keep

pushing forward through whatever you may be going through. You can only get to

where you want to be if you believe in yourself, so if you are constantly putting

yourself down instead of hyping yourself up you wont get anywhere. No matter how

hard you think something may be,  it's never impossible. Saying something is

impossible would be admitting to defeat. In order to reach your full potential you

need to continue to work harder and harder until you get to where you want to be.

All in all, being hopeful and believing in yourself does not just help you mentally but

it also will encourage you to be the best version of yourself.

Desire Stout-Bennett

Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade



Possible Changing Heart

During 2020 something became clear

to me

A little thing, it's called reality

I saw the good and bad of all people

Because, after all, we are all equal

(right?)

Covid, social injustice, murder, poverty

(there's more)

Global warming, hunger, government

corruption, guns

Yeah, It affects everyone

My people are dying

The police are still lying

Oh my heart is so sore

It can’t take anymore

But, is it possible for a world to

change?

And will the cold hearts just stay the

same?

Maybe if we strike, back

We can do it if we like, that

Believings just the start

To this world’s, possible changing

heart

I feel like my heart is in flames, or is it

my soul?

Because it seems like no one cares at

all

I try to keep it from turning to hate

But there is some good in the world

So I just sit back to appreciate

But I know that's gotta change

Because i'm not gonna stay the same

Maybe if we strike, back

We can change it if we like, that

Believings just the start

Oh, believings just the start

To this world’s, possible changing

heart

Maybe you I are the impact we all need

Make some positive change and we

will see

That

It’s possible for a world to change

The cold heart don’t have to stay the

same

Because if we strike back

We can change it if we like, that

Believings just the start

Oh believings just the start

Believings is not hard

Yeah, believings just the start

To the world’s

Possible changing heart

LeNay Turnage
Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade
*JUDGES’ AWARD*



“Who I Want to Be is Possible to Achieve”
Addison Johnson

Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



“What Is Possible”
Averi Eberle McCracken

Kannapolis Middle School

7th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



“Hope”
Nathan Lindskog

Kannapolis Middle School

8th Grade



Possibilities

What are possibilities?

A question that needs to be answered more often.

Possibilities are the ability to overcome obstacles,

No matter how big or small.

An idea of challenging oneself.

Possibilities are an optimistic outlook on life,

No matter the sadness that tries to interfere.

Possibilities are the suspenseful journey to become who we are,

Taking risks, pushing yourself to greatness.

Possibilities are those surprising events that lead to big moments,

Life’s journey with all its twists and turns.

Possibilites are those unimaginable dreams that become reality,

Your success story.

Possibilities are those breathtaking moments of pure bliss,

The success you see on a child’s face when they accomplish even the smallest of

things.

Possibilities are the lifelong friendships you have made along the way,

Friends who inspire you to be the best of yourself.

What is possible?

EVERYTHING

Kelly Youngo

Kannapolis Middle School

ELA Teacher

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



Stuck In Between

“Wake up, boy.” A kick in the behind jumped the boy awake. The boy said nothing,

just stared the lady up and down. The lady was tall and skinny wearing an all white

suit with a tight bun that lifted her visage. After a long pause the lady said “Don't you

know who I am?” The boy’s eyes widened. With a smirk the lady said. “Hello Charlie.”

“You’re not real!” Charlie hid his face. He did not like this lady; her presence was cold

and her stern voice sent shivers down his back. However, he did, in fact, know who

this lady was; she is the one that corrupts his every thought.

“Of course I am, at least,” The lady trailed her way to Charlie and tapped his head. “In

here, I am.” She said in disgust as if being a part of him was the worst thing to ever

happen to her.

“Am I dreaming?” Charlie asked.

“Yes, we just needed a personal visit with you.”

It was at this moment that Charlie took in his surroundings; it was dark, the only

light was from the lady like a spotlight was on her illuminating the nothingness.

“You’re failing us.” The lady crossed her arms, looking down on the boy. “You are not

going to succeed so don’t attempt.” Her words were sharp and laced with poison.

Charlie lowered his head; maybe she is right. The lady circled around Charlie. “You

know I am right, I’m always right!” As her speed increased her words grew louder

and began echoing. The boy covered his ears hoping to stop the agonizing pain but

things got hazy and dark.

“That’s enough!” A voice boomed, stopping the lady in her tracks. As she turned

around she smirked. The figure approached, he too was illuminated, it was a man.

The man was short, chubby and wore all black.

“You always seem to be a little late, don’t you?” She chuckled.

The man ignored her and made his way to Charlie. He lifted Charlie up  and looked in

his eyes. “Don’t listen to her, you get to choose when it’s wise to listen to her.” The

man wiped Charlie’s tears and hugged him. Charlie let out a sigh; the man’s presence



was warm and welcoming. “Alright I got a plan,” The man smiled. “You’re going to tell

her to leave.” Charlie let out a laugh; the plan seemed very nice.

“Ready, 1, 2, 3…”

“Go away, Leave!” The boy yelled. The lady clenched her teeth but she walked away

into the shadows.

“Charlie, it's never that scary. You do what you want in the way that you want. What

matters is you have fun. Never feel like you're stuck in between, we are just thoughts

and opinions, you will always have the power to choose what to listen to from us.”

Valentin Soto

A.L. Brown High School

9th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



Anything I Want to Be

What is possible?

Such a simple question

Answers are limitless

Yet so different with perception

Mine are what can be expected

From a junior in high school

My answers are far too optimistic

To succeed in a world so cruel

But isn't that the point?

Don't you need dreams to strive?

If you are so low on expectation

You do not know the true feeling of being alive

Those before us were seen as illogical for having hopes

Crazy for thinking out of tune

And foolish to reach for the stars

Even though our feet have hit the moon

Determination is the key

The key to open that door of endless possibility

To open that lock of contempt

So you could shine more brilliantly

Easier said than done

Unfortunately life is not so fair

But if you hold on to that small thread of hope

You are sure to get somewhere

Once you hit the bottom

The only way to go is up

There will always be a chance

So keep a heads-up



I will be sure to take my own advice

I still have long ways to go

Till I have my own house

Out in Cancun, Mexico

I'll travel the world

Feeling the sand below my feet

And feeling the wind in my hair

While reminiscing memories so bittersweet

To be able to see myself on that silver screen

Would be a wish come true

To walk on that red carpet with the designer fit

All brand new

I’d bring enough money home

To my family that I adore

Because they deserve everything I have

And so much more

I am able to do that

I can do it

It's only a matter of time

Because I won't quit

“What is possible?”

You ask me

I simply answer

“Anything I want to be”

Kayleen De La Cruz

A.L. Brown High School

11th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



Dreams in My Age

Dreams in my age are always a subject to me.

Each age a new dream is thrown into my head.

When I sleep a new dream forms deep in my head.

As I grow old some have beauty others have dread.

Dreams in my age are currently being stopped by hate.

None of my bloodlines and skintones tell me it's too late.

4 long years i need to do things the right way.

Quarantined in my head and in a room not wanting to stay.

Dreams in my age are finally moving on.

To act in front of people hopefully not too long.

Upon the stage I want to take the diploma in hand.

To perform and act no more challenges to face in this land.

When the cap and gown finally goes off.

I almost reached my dream in the final stretch.

Spotlights will shine on me and finally step out of backstage.

That's when I know when I reach the dreams of my age.

Keylon Sheelor

A.L. Brown High School

12th Grade



Keeping our Vulnerable Citizens in Mind

Dear City Council:

The City of Kannapolis has undergone a major transformation over the past two decades.
This  was still a mill town when I arrived in 2002, and it has been through some
fundamental changes  in those intervening years. Going from manufacturing to
biotechnology research was just one of  the many ways that the local landscape has altered,
and it is impressive to see how effectively our city has reinvented itself.

My family and I are transplants. Originally from upstate New York, I joined the faculty of
A.L.  Brown when the factory was still up and running. We witnessed the shutdown,
demolition, and  removal of the mill, as well as the planning, clearing, and construction of
the Research Campus. I  moved my family into Kannapolis in 2005 and bought a house here
in 2008. We have made this  our home, and are proud Wonders! When visitors come from
out of town, I enthusiastically show  off our beautiful parks and the newly reimagined
downtown area. I am happy to note that our  city leadership has shown us what is possible
through careful planning and decisive action.

During the pandemic, it was wonderful to see individuals and families using the new
facilities for  exercise and entertainment; throngs of walkers took advantage of “the loop”
and greenway for  leisure or exercise.

As commendable as these revitalization efforts have been, there is one group that has been
left  behind: the poor. While many folks might walk for exercise, some of our neighbors
must do so  for transportation. Walking to get around is dangerous here; there are few
crosswalks, and even the ones that exist are often ignored by drivers. Especially on Cannon
Boulevard, our busiest thoroughfare, walking can be outright deadly. There is no crosswalk
anywhere, and yet I see  children on bikes, young parents with strollers, and disabled
people in wheelchairs trying to  manage a way across. Have you seen all of the memorials
commemorating those who didn’t  make it?

The newest shrine on Cannon Boulevard appears on the thin strip of grass across the street
from  Aldi. It marks the spot where a disabled woman was killed while trying to cross. I
used to see her all over town: the laundromat, the Dollar Store, the WalMart area. It hurts
my faith to know that  this woman died a preventable death. Can the council come up with
a remedy that will make our city safer for people like her? If we can secure funding for
artwork installations and fountains,  can we not manage to finance a crosswalk?

It is encouraging to see the growing prosperity of our hometown. Hopefully, this is a rising
tide  that can lift all boats. As we plan for further improvements, let us keep the needs of
our most  vulnerable citizens in mind. (We need a homeless shelter, too, but that’s a
conversation for  another day.) For now, let’s start with a crosswalk.

Respectfully,
Louise Bush
English Teacher
A.L. Brown High School *JUDGES’ AWARD*



“Flight of Freedom”

Hannah Bogle

A.L. Brown High School

9th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



“Musical Escape”
Abby Bogle

A.L. Brown High School
11th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*



“Growth is Possible”
Dakota Moffitt

A.L. Brown High School
11th Grade

*JUDGES’ AWARD*
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Flight of Freedom, Hannah Bogle, A.L. Brown High School

“It always seems impossible until it’s done.”  -Nelson Mandela

“Nothing is impossible. The word itself says ‘I’m possible.’”  -Audrey Hepburn


